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CAMERA - BASED ANGLE TRACKING OF

2

track objects through difficult background clutter. The
swarm angle tracking method is further able to track a

SWARMS FOR COLLISION AVOIDANCE
BACKGROUND
5

This disclosure generally relates to systems and methods
for avoiding collisions between swarms of small flying
objects ( such as drones or birds ) and an aircraft. More

particularly, this disclosure relates to analyzing images cap

swarm of small flying objects without forming individual
tracks from each object, thus increasing the reliability of the

tracking. These features may provide benefits to ground- and
aircraft-based collision avoidance sensor systems by enlarg
ing the detection and tracking range and enabling collision
alerts to be more reliable and more timely. Providing a more

timely alert of potential collision for aircraft that are about
avoidance maneuvers . Alternatively, aircraft in the air would
have a longer warning time period, which would allow for

tured
by one or more cameras to identify situations in which 10 to take off could prevent collisions without the need for
a swarm is in the flight path of an aircraft.

Detecting and tracking flying objects that an aircraft
might collide with is an important safety problem . The most a safer slower avoidance maneuver as well as providing
important objects that provide no tracking information are
time to alert other aircraft about the detected objects .
disabled /non - cooperative aircraft, small drones and birds . 15 more
various embodiments of systems and methods
While the first object type can be detected reliably with forAlthough
tracking
swarms
of flying objects for collision avoidance
radar, the other two types cannot be detected reliably due to
are described in some detail later herein , one or more of
their small size and lack of strong reflecting material. those
embodiments may be characterized by one or more of
Cameras by contrast can detect and track small drones and
birds reliably under conditions of good visibility as long as 20 the following aspects .
their range is not too large . Such camera systems may use
One aspect of the subject matter disclosed in detail below
both ground- and aircraft- based systems and may be based is a system for warning a pilot of aa risk of collision during
on single camera tracking or dual ( stereoscopic ) camera flight of an aircraft, the system omprising: a camera system
tracking. Single camera systems track by angle ( azimuth and having a viewpoint and a field of view that includes a
elevation ) alone, while stereoscopic systems also track by 25 volume of space forward of an aircraft in flight, the camera
range .
system being configured to capture frames of pixel data
The main problem with camera tracking of small objects representing successive images of objects in a volume of
such as birds and drones ( whether visible or infrared or

space in response to activation of an image acquisition

multispectral) is that the resolution is typically insufficient

for
detection and tracking at ranges of interest (several miles 30
away ). At these ranges, birds and small drones are less than
a pixel in size . Thus, tracking of individual objects of this

type is unreliable .

SUMMARY

35

The subject matter disclosed in some detail below is
directed to systems and methods for tracking swarms of
flying objects for collision avoidance using area -scanning
optical systems ( they may involve visible or infrared or 40
multispectral imaging ). In accordance with some embodiments, images of a volume of space forward of an aircraft in
flight are captured using one or more cameras and then the
images are processed to determine whether the image data
indicates the presence of a swarm . Camera systems have the 45
advantage that they are completely passive , thus eliminating
concerns of interference or the need for operating licensing
at particular airports . (As used herein , the term " camera ”
means a video camera .) The camera- based collision avoidance system may be situated on the ground or on an aircraft. 50
In accordance with one embodiment, the camera -based
collision avoidance system is configured to detect and
angularly track small objects flying in a swarm at sufficiently
far ranges to cue or alert the flight control system onboard
an autonomous or piloted aircraft to avoid the swarm . The 55
swarm angle tracking technology disclosed herein is able to
recognize swarms of flying objects that move in unison in a
certain direction by detecting that a multiplicity of pixel
values in the same region ( referred to herein as a “ subarray ” )
of a sequence of image frames change over time in aa manner 60
that is indicative of swarm motion (e.g. , flying in formation ).
The swarm detection and tracking method proposed
herein (hereinafter “ swarm angle tracking " ) is able to track
objects that have a very low feature - to - noise ratio ( a pixel
that images the object has a color that is very little different 65
from a pixel that does not have the object present ). The
swarm angle tracking method disclosed herein is also able to

mode ; an alert system on a flight deck of the aircraft capable
of generating an alert; and a computer system configured to
perform operations comprising: ( a ) processing the frames to
determine whether the pixel data is indicative of the pres
ence of a swarm of flying objects in the volume of space or
not ; (b ) determining a current angular velocity and a current
angular position of the swarm based on the pixel data in
response to a determination in processing operation (a ) that
a swarm is present; ( c ) extrapolating a future angular posi
tion of the swarm based on the current angular velocity and
current angular position of the swarm ; (d) determining
whether the future angular position of the swarm is within an
angular collision region or not; and (e ) triggering the alert
system to produce an alert following a determination in
operation (d) that the future angular position of the swarm is
within the angular collision region. In accordance with one
embodiment, the computer system is further configured to
determine whether aa future time of intersection of the swarm
and the aircraft is greater than a minimum time for collision
avoidance, in which case operation ( e) comprises triggering
the alert system if the future angular position of the swarm
is within the angular collision region and if the future time
of intersection is greater than the minimum time for collision
avoidance .
In accordance with one proposed implementation, opera
tion ( a) comprises gridding each frame of pixel data into an
array of subarrays, a size of each subarray being equal to a
specified angular size of a typical swarm . Then for each
subarray, operation comprises : extracting pixel values from
a sequence of frames to form a swarm window ; selecting a
sequence of pixel angular velocities ; computing a swarm
detection metric for each pixel angular velocity selected ;
comparing each swarm detection metric to a specified
threshold that gives a desired false alarm rate ; and producing
a signal indicating that a swarm has been detected to the alert
activation module for each detected swarm , wherein the
signal produced includes first digital data representing the
angular position of a subarray containing pixels representing
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the swarm detected and second digital data representing an

FIG . 4 is a three -dimensional graph of the swarm detec
detected.
sional pixel number showing how swarm detections resulted
Another aspect of the subject matter disclosed in detail over time in a simulation wherein the velocity was assumed
below is a method for warning a pilot of a risk of collision 5 to be between -1 and 1 pixel per frame in both directions .
during flight of an aircraft, the method comprising: (a )
FIG . 5 is a three - dimensional graph of the detection
capturing frames of pixel data representing successive metric as a function of one - dimensional pixel number and
images of objects in a volume of space using at least one frame count showing how swarm detections resulted over
simulation wherein the velocity was assumed to be
camera ; ( b ) processing the frames in a computer system to time in a -1
and 1 pixel per frame in both directions .
determine whether the pixel data is indicative of the pres 10 between
FIG
.
6
is
a
graph showing swarm detection metric values
ence of a swarm of flying objects in the volume of space or
a bottom boundary of a swarm detection metric array
not ; (c ) determining a current angular velocity and a current along
300 frames with subpixel noise at object /noise equal to
angular position of the swarm based on the pixel data in after
-5 dB in the simulation . The solid line indicates the metric
response to a determination in step ( b ) that a swarm is for a velocity of 1 pixel/ frame; the dash- dot line indicates the
present; ( d ) extrapolating a future angular position of the 15 metric
for a velocity of -1 pixel/ frame.
swarm based on the current angular velocity and current
FIG . 7 is a graph showing swarm detection metric values
angular position of the swarm ; ( e) determining whether the along a positive velocity boundary of a swarm detection
future angular position of the swarm is within an angular metric array with subpixel noise at object/noise equal to -5
collision region or not ; and ( f) producing an alert following 20 dB in the simulation. The solid line indicates the metric for
a determination in step (e ) that the future angular position of a velocity of 1 pixel / frame; the dash- dot line indicates the
the swarm is within the angular collision region .
metric for a velocity of -1 pixel/ frame.
A further aspect of the subject matter disclosed in detail
FIG . 8 is aa block diagram identifying components of an
below is an aircraft comprising: a camera directed in a object detection and collision avoidance system situated on
forward direction along a centerline of the aircraft and 25 board the aircraft depicted in FIG . 1 , which system com
having a field of view that includes a volume of space that prises a camera mounted to a nose of an aircraft and a
is forward of the aircraft during flight, the camera being machine vision processing unit configured (e.g. , pro
configured to capture frames of pixel data representing grammed ) to process acquired image data using a swarm
successive images of objects in the volume of space in angle tracking algorithm .
response to activation of an image acquisition mode ; a flight 30 Reference will hereinafter be made to the drawings in
deck of the aircraft comprising an alert system capable of which similar elements in different drawings bear the same
generating an alert; and a computer system configured to reference numerals .
perform operations comprising: ( a) processing frames
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
received from the camera to determine whether the pixel
data is indicative of the presence of a swarm of flying objects 35
in the volume of space or not ; (b ) determining a current
For the purpose of illustration, systems and methods for
angular velocity and a current angular position of the swarm tracking swarms of flying objects for collision avoidance
based on the pixel data in response to a determination in will now be described in detail. However, not all features of
processing operation (a ) that aa swarm is present; (c ) extrapo- an actual implementation are described in this specification.
lating a future angular position of the swarm based on the 40 A person skilled in the art will appreciate that in the
current angular velocity and current angular position of the development of any such embodiment, numerous implemen
swarm ; (d) determining whether the future angular position tation - specific decisions must be made to achieve the devel
of the swarm is within an angular collision region or not ; and oper's specific goals, such as compliance with system
( e) triggering the alert system to produce an alert following related and business -related constraints, which will vary
a determination in operation (d) that the future angular 45 from one implementation to another. Moreover, it will be
position of the swarm is within the angular collision region . appreciated that such a development effort might be com
Other aspects of systems and methods for tracking plex and time -consuming, but would nevertheless be a
swarms of flying objects for collision avoidance are dis- routine undertaking for those of ordinary skill in the art
having the benefit of this disclosure .
closed below.
50
The innovative technology disclosed in some detail here
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
inafter addresses concerns relating to in - air collisions of
aircraft with small objects such birds and small drones
The features, functions and advantages discussed in the ( typically quadcopters ) . These two types of objects have
preceding section may be achieved independently in various many similarities: ( 1 ) Birds and small drones are individu
embodiments or may be combined in yet other embodi- 55 ally similar in size and weight and therefore represent
ments . Various embodiments will be hereinafter described similar dangers to an aircraft. (2 ) Birds and small drones
with reference to drawings for the purpose of illustrating the pose a hazard when flying in a formation ( as part of a flock
above - described and other aspects . None of the diagrams or swarm ). (3 ) Birds and small drones are warmer than the
briefly described in this section are drawn to scale .
sky in the background and thus detectable using infrared
FIG . 1 is a diagram representing a top view of an aircraft 60 imaging .
showing possible locations of cameras for on - aircraft object
In addition, there is a similarity between how an area
detection and tracking in accordance with two embodiments . scanning imager (e.g. , a camera ) would be able to detect
FIG . 2 is a flowchart identifying steps of a swarm angle small drones and birds . In visible light, a bird or small drone
tracking algorithm in accordance with one embodiment.
at a great distance would appear as a moving speck , wherein
FIG . 3 is a diagram showing a swarm grid window and a 65 its color would typically be darker than the sky color in
corresponding swarm detection metric array for a one- visible light. In the case of infrared imaging , a bird or drone
dimensional grid.
at a great distance would appear as a moving speck , where
angular velocity of the pixels representing the swarm

a

tion metric as a function of frame count and one -dimen
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its color ( temperature ) would be lighter than the sky color in
infrared light. In addition , a formation or swarm of flying
objects of either type would appear to be similar at a great
distance and require similar detection and tracking
approaches. In either case ( birds or small drones), the basics
problem of detection and tracking is the same and its
performance would be highly dependent on the size and
difference between the color of the object and the color of
the background, as well as dependent on the size of the
swarm .
10
FIG . 1 is a diagram showing an aircraft 10 and aa bird 104
in flight. The aircraft 10 includes a fuselage 12 , a pair of
wings 14a and 14b , a horizontal stabilizer 16 , a pair of
engines 18a and 186 and a vertical stabilizer 20. In the

example depicted in FIG . 1 , the aircraft 10 may be moving
in flight in the direction indicated by an arrow 102. The bird
104 may be moving in flight in the direction indicated by
arrow 106. The aircraft 10 and bird 104 are not shown to
scale in FIG . 1. Depending on the positions and relative
movements of aircraft 10 and bird 104 , the bird 104 may
strike the aircraft 10. The bird 104 may be a member of a
swarm of similar birds that consistently fly in formation , in
which case the aircraft 10 could collide with aa multitude of
birds . The camera -based technology proposed herein is
designed to detect a swarm in motion in sufficient time to
alert the flight crew to perform a collision avoidance maneuver
FIG . 1 shows possible positions for cameras mounted to
the aircraft 10. In accordance with one embodiment, a
forward -facing video camera 2 (hereinafter “ camera 2 ” ) is
mounted in the nose of the aircraft 10. Camera 2 points in
the forward direction indicated by arrow 102 with aa field of
view 108. In accordance with alternative embodiments, the
camera system in the nose of the aircraft 10 may include
multiple video cameras with field of view 108. In this
example, field of view 108 is defined by a volume of space
( e.g. , generally conical) in front of the aircraft 10 between
dashed lines 110 and 112/ In the case of a conical volume , the
axis of the cone may be coaxial with the direction of
movement of aircraft 10. The video images from a camera
system on aircraft 10 may be used to determine whether the
bird 104 is likely to strike, or has struck , aircraft 10. Further,
the video images from the camera system may be used to
identify various characteristics of the bird strike. Bird 104 is
within field of view 108. Therefore, video images from the
camera system on aircraft 10 will include images of bird
104. In accordance with an alternative embodiment, a pair of
forward - facing stereoscopic cameras 2a and 2b are mounted

in the leading edges of the tips of the wings 14a and 14b

15

20
25

30

craft and the swarm ) to help improve the swarm tracking. In
accordance with some embodiments, one or more video
cameras onboard the aircraft 10 acquire frames of image
data which are processed to detect the presence of a swarm
of small flying objects, determine the likelihood of a colli
sion with that swarm and then issue an alert to the pilot in
the event that the likelihood of a collision exceeds a speci
fied threshold . In accordance with further alternative
embodiments , one or more cameras may be mounted on
towers situated near a runway . In the latter case , the video
images may be processed on the ground by a computer
system that is configured ( e.g. , programmed ) to issue an alert
to the aircraft when an arriving or departing aircraft may be
in danger of colliding with a swarm .
FIG . 2 is aa flowchart identifying steps of a swarm angle
tracking algorithm 50 in accordance with one embodiment.
As the aircraft flies along a flight path, a video camera
(mounted to the aircraft or a tower at an airport) continually
captures images of a volume of space forward of the present
position of the aircraft ( step 52 ) . The video camera may be
configured to detect visible light, infrared radiation or mul
tispectral wavebands and output frames at the camera's
frame rate. The resulting video stream of images is then sent
to a machine vision processing unit which performs the
other steps identified in FIG . 2 .
The machine vision processing unit extracts frame f, at
time t ( step 54 ) . Each frame consists of aa two - dimensional
array of pixel values . These values could be either single
integers c indicating intensity at some optical frequency, or
a vector consisting of a set of integers representing the
intensities of respective colors , e.g. , c = (red , green , blue ) .
The extracted frame f, then undergoes image preprocess
ing ( step 56 ) . There are many different possible image

preprocessing steps that can be used in order to enhance
35 camera resolution , reduce artifacts, fix bad pixels , compute
image gradient, etc. Image preprocessing also includes

image registration with the previous frame ft-11 in the case of
camera motion ( if mounted on an aircraft rather than on a
tower at an airport ).
40 Next the machine vision processing unit updates pixel
noise by updating the pixel variance based on a time window
( step 58 ) . If frame f, is a two - dimensional pixel array
C = { cz (t ) }, where i= 1, ... , N and j= 1, ... , Mvary over the
size of the NxM array at time t , the pixel variance update is
45 computed using a window technique similar to the window
technique described in U.S. Pat . No. 10,305,701 , but modi
fied for image frames to eliminate non- noise image changes
due to moving objects. The machine vision processing unit

computes a sequence of variances { (t) ? } for each pixel over

respectively
. The stereoscopic cameras 2a and 2b may be 50 a time window of length m based on the following two
arranged with at least partially overlapping fields of view . iterative equations for an input pixel sequence { c (t ) }:
However, a pair of stereoscopic cameras could be mounted

S (t ) = S ( t - 1 ) + c ( t ) -c (t - m )
elsewhere on the aircraft 10 for the purpose of tracking
swarms while flying.
o? (t) = 02(t - 1 )+ c ( 1) ( c (t)-S( t - 1 ) ) - c(t - m ) ( S ( t) -c( t - m )
In accordance with the illustrative embodiment depicted 55
in FIG . 1 , the video frames from the camera system onboard This gives a variance for each of the NxM pixels in aa frame.
the aircraft 10 may be processed to identify the images of the The final pixel noise estimate then computes u (0 ,,(t)?), the
bird 104 if the bird is sufficiently close to the aircraft . mean over all the pixels i , j in the current frame, and then the
However, if the bird 104 is far away , then the image of the mean above the mean
bird 104 may occupy no more than a single pixel in the video 60
H2 = (0,7 ( )> (0 , 0 ))
frame. The situation becomes more complicated when the
bird 104 is a member of a swarm of birds located far away Finally, the pixel noise estimate is a mean over all pixel
and in front of the aircraft.
variances that are less than uz :
The system proposed herein uses swarm tracking tech
pouco.j (t)< u »)
nology to detect and track a swarm in angle . In alternative 65
embodiments, this swarm angle tracking may be suppleThe current frame is then gridded into an array G ( f .) of
mented by deriving range ( the distance separating the air- subarrays from the original pixel array ( step 60 ) . A size of

US 11,257,386 B1
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each subarray is pre - selected to be equal to a specified

The swarm detection metric Sw ( V ) = Sw ( vx, vy ) is com

angular size of a typical swarm .
puted on a swarm window W with the set of m frame times
Each subarray gt (derived from image data acquired at
JE {t -m + 1,4- m + 2 , ... , }
time t) is extracted from array G ( f.) ( step 62 ) and then
5 and the last m subarrays { g (t - m + 1 ) , g (t - m + 2 ) , ... , g (t )} up
processed in sequence .
For each subarray, pixel values are extracted from suc- to the present time for the current subarray g and the selected
velocity v. As previously mentioned , the assumption
cessive frames to form a swarm window W ?(t). The swarm angular
is
made
that the pixel angular velocity (motion in pixels per
g
window
W (t) is a time window associated with each
subarray g , (also referred to hereinafter as g ( t )) containing second) is bounded by -1svx and vysl . First , the way that
the last m subarrays { g ( t - m ), ... , g ( t) } at this grid up to the 10 the swarm detection metric works for
a one - dimensional
present time t . At this step and the next, the new subarray g (t) Nxl pixel grid ( each subarray g ( f) is aa Nx1 pixel grid ) with
is added to an old time window W2(t - 1) ( step 64 ) and the a dark ( high value ) pixel object will be described . Then an
oldest subarray g ( t - m - 1) is deleted ( step 66 ) , leaving the indication how this technique works for two -dimensional
arrays will be provided . In what follows, the parameter
current
set Wetof=pixel
{ g(t-mangular
+ 1), ...velocities
, g (t) }. is chosen { (vX1 , 15 pixel
A sequence
V represents the one - dimensional angular velocity.
For each pixel index r in the one - dimensional subarray
vy1 ) , (VX2, vy2), ... , (vx? vya)} that spans the range of
angular pixel velocities for the objects being tracked ( step g ( f) at time f, the processor uses as input both the pixel value
68 ) . The machine vision processing unit assumes that the c , (f) and the interpolated pixel value
g

.

9

angular velocity range is between –1 and +1 pixel per frame

in both directions.

Then a swarm angle tracking module computes a respec
current subarray g (t) and each selected angular velocity v
( step 70 ) . The swarm detection metric is a measure of the
degree
to which a multiplicity of pixel values in a subarray
of a sequence of frames change over time in a manner that

20

tive swarm detection metric Su ( V ) = Su {vx, vy) for the

where sgn(v ) denotes 1 if v >0 and -1 if v <0 . Also the

25 processor
uses fas- 1, input
values frompixel
the
previous time
i.e. , cthe(f - 1same
) andpixel
the interpolated
value

is indicative of swarm motion , such as flying in formation.

This swarm detection metric computation is performed by

( 6,(F-1) ),

executing the swarm angle tracking algorithm described in

more detail below .

30

If the swarm detection metric Su ( v) is above a chosen

indicating that a swarm has been detected is produced and

( step 72 ) . The signal output to the alert activation module
includes digital data representing the angular position of the
subarray g containing the pixels representing the detected
swarm and digital data representing the angular velocity v of
the pixels representing the detected swarm within that
subarray g .
The final section shown in FIG . 2 is the process of
alarming or alerting for possible collisions with detected
swarms. The process for activating an alarm ( step 78 ) is
specific to each aircraft or is part of airport operation , but in
general the process would extrapolate the swarm angular
position a given number of seconds s into the future (time
t + s ) assuming the swarm's current angular position g and
current angular velocity v. A determination is made whether
this extrapolated ( future ) angular position ( in the frame of
reference of the grid array ) is within a future angular
collision region ( in the frame of reference of the grid array )
or not ( step 74 ) . ( The future angular collision region typi-

d.(1=(d,-1(5)+)1,0)}+max { ( cm ) - ($,(1-1) ) ,-16:00 -c
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and d,(t -m ) =0 , i.e. , the metric starts at zero at the beginning
40 of this recursive computation .
FIG . 3 is aa diagram showing a swarm grid window ( on the
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If s > S (meaning that there is sufficient time for the pilot to
take evasive action) , then an alert or alarm would be passed 65
to the relevant party or system ( step 78 ) . If s is not greater

than S , then the alarm is not activated ( step 80 ) .

where

fe {t -m + 1,4 -m + 2 , ... , }

cally corresponds to a region around the current heading of
the aircraft or a predicted or allocated future track of the
aircraft at a time which is s seconds in the future .) On the one 55
hand, if a determination is made in step 74 that the extrapolated angular position is not within the future angular
collision region , then the alarm is not activated ( step 80 ) . On
the other hand, if a determination is made in step 74 that the
extrapolated angular position is within the future angular 60
collision region, then a determination is made whether s > S

or not ( step 76 ) , where S is a chosen alarm time that allows
for either maneuvering or otherwise changing the flight plan.

The processor then computes the swarm detection metric
array d (of size Nxm ) recursively over time from these

values over the swarm window as

threshold T that gives a desired false alarm rate, then a signal

sent to an alert activation module for each detected swarm

( cm )
which is computed based on this pixel and its neighbor as
( 0,0 ) ,-ver-sgn«»v )»($)+(1-v)c, )

left - hand side ) and a corresponding swarm detection metric
array (on the right -hand side ) for aa one - dimensional subar
ray. More specifically , FIG . 3 shows pictorially how the
swarm detection metric d is computed over time for a
one -dimensional subarray. Each row in the swarm grid
window represents pixel data acquired by the one -dimen
sional subarray g at a respective time , with the oldest (in
time) pixel data being in the uppermost row and most recent
( current) pixel data in the lowermost row . The arrows in the
swarm grid window ( on the left- hand side of FIG . 3 ) indicate
the velocity of six objects, one moving leftward and the
other five moving rightward . On the right-hand side of FIG .
3 , the labels Ll :m (t) and Riem (t) , respectively indicate the left
and right boundaries of the swarm detection metric array,
while the label B1: ( t) indicates the bottom boundary of the
swarm detection metric array. The swarm detection metric
array may be depicted on a three - dimensional graph of the
type seen in FIGS . 4 and 5 , in which the horizontal axes
indicate the one - dimensional pixel count and the frame
count respectively, while the vertical axis indicates the value
of the swarm detection metric as a function of pixel number
and frame count. The swarm detection metric ( shown before
computing the final average of the mean above the mean ) is
computed in the final step by using the bottom boundary
B1 :n ( t) and the right boundary Ruim (t) of the swarm detec
tion metric array (because the velocity is positive in this
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What has been described is for a one - dimensional Nx1

9
example ) . The swarm detection metric shown in FIG . 3 is
not normalized to illustrate the necessity of normalization.

subarray as the grid . For a general NxM subarray, the

for the left and right metrics and N pixels for the bottom
metric . So the left and bottom sides of the computation

a two -dimensional boundary array instead .
Each embodiment disclosed herein comprises one or more

It may be appreciated that N is the number of pixels in the angular velocity v and index r would have two components ,
one - dimensional subarray, while m is the number of time the swarm detection metric array d would be of size NxMx
steps in the swarm calculation . Thus, there are m time steps 5 m , and the mean above the mean would be computed over

represented in FIG . 3 have a total of N +m values ; similarly,
the right and bottom sides of the computation have aa total of

sensors , a computer system configured ( e.g. , programmed )
to process image data , and an alert system for informing the

10 pilot of a potential collision . In accordance with one embodi
N + m values .
FIGS . 4 and 5 show results of aa simulation in which the ment, the sensor is a video camera mounted to the aircraft or
swarm detection metric array d was computed over time for to a tower on the ground and the computer system is a

a swarm window of length 300 and a one - dimensional pixel machine vision processing unit . The machine vision pro
subarray of length 300 (in general, the pixel length and time cessing unit is configured to process the image data captured
length
of the swarm window do not have to be the same 15 by the camera using the swarm angle tracking algorithm
value) , where six different object motions have been inserted disclosed herein . The camera may be a visible light camera ,
in the subarray. Five of the six motions have a velocity equal
infrared camera or some combination that would allow
to 1 pixel / frame and are clearly detected by the swarm an
day
and night operation . Various known mountings for these
detection metric shown in FIG . 4. The sixth object is a single cameras
can be employed and are not described in detail
object motion going the opposite direction (velocity equal to
-1 pixel/ frame) in the same subarray. FIG . 5 shows that the 20 herein . As will be readily appreciated by those skilled in
reverse motion is also detected (but none of the other five camera systems , various types of cameras may be used, for
objects are seen , showing the discrimination power of the example , low - light or infrared / thermal cameras could be
used for night operations.
swarm detection metric )
The third step in the swarm detection process is to capture
The aircraft 10 may be moving along a path ( e.g. , on a
the swarm detection metric from the left, right and bottom 25 runway or in the air ). A swarm of small flying objects (not
boundaries ( see L , R and B defined below ) of the swarm shown in FIG . 1 ) may be moving along the same or a

detection metric array . FIGS . 6 and 7 are graphs showing

different ( e.g. , intersecting ) path . Depending upon the rela

swarm detection metric values along a bottom boundary and
along a positive velocity boundary respectively after 300

tive positions and / or relative movements of the aircraft 10
frames with subpixel noise at object/noise equal to -5 dB in and / or the swarm , a risk may exist that the aircraft 10 will
the simulation . The solid line indicates the metric for a 30 collide with some members of the swarm . The collision
system disclosed herein may be installed on an
velocity of 1 pixel/ frame; the dash -dot line indicates the avoidance
aircraft of a type different than the type depicted in FIG . 1 .
metric for a velocity of -1 pixel / frame. The peaks from each For
example, the aircraft may be a commercial passenger
of the six moving objects can be clearly seen . Thus, the final
step is to capture the boundary values of the swarm detection aircraft operated by an airline, a cargo aircraft operated by

metric array for this swarm grid window to form the final 35 a private or public entity, a military aircraft operated by a
swarm detection metric . Specifically, the current time military or other government organization, a personal air
boundary ( bottom side) would be di :Mt) ( this is used by all craft operated by an individual, or any other type of aircraft
velocity values V ) ; the positive velocity pixel boundary operated by any other aircraft operator.
( right side ) would be dx ( 1 : m ) ( this is used by positive
In accordance with one embodiment, the object detection
velocity
values
v
=
0
)
;
and
the
negative
velocity
pixel
bound40
and
collision avoidance system further comprises the addi
ary ( left side ) would be d , ( 1 : m) ( this is used by negative tional components identified in FIG . 8 , including a machine
velocity values v < 0 ) .
processing unit 22 that is located inside the aircraft
The swarm detection metric is computed using the pixel vision
fuselage
but is communicatively coupled to a camera 2 (or
noise p computed above . Specifically, the swarm detection multiple, cameras
) so that image data in the form of respec
metric Sy ( V ) is computed from a one - dimensional boundary 45 tive streams of video
frames is received from the camera 2 .
array defined as the concatenation of two of the three vectors The machine vision processing
22 can be configured to
which have been normalized to eliminate the non - constant recover three -dimensional shapeunit
and
color information from
noise floor. These three vectors are :
captured images of objects using any one of a number of
For j= 1:N ,set B ;(t) = d ;( t) -min ( m - vím - j), m )p1/2 for
v20 ( d ;(t)-min (m + v (j), m )p1/2 for v < 0 ) .
For j= 1:m , set R ;(t)= dv(j) -(m - vím =j))p112 for vz0 (dy

methods known in the art.

50

In accordance with one embodiment, the machine vision

processing unit 22 comprises a computer system that
executes software configured to process the received image
(1)- (m + v (j))p12 for v <0) .
data to determine whether any swarm in proximity poses a
risk
of collision . In addition , the software executed by the
For j(=1)1-:m(m, +setv (jL) ;p1(0)/2= for17)v-<(0m )-. v(m -j))p12 for v20 (di
55 machine vision processing unit 22 is configured to calculate
a range to each potentially colliding swarm that appears in
Then the swarm detection metric Su ( v ) is defined as the field of view of camera 2 based on the image data in the
follows. Take the number of values Cu ( v ) of the following
vectors of length N +m that are greater than the mean above video frames acquired by the one or more cameras and
1/2

their mean :

further based on aircraft geometry data retrieved from an
(e.g. groundspeed, heading ) received from an air data iner
tial reference unit 28 (ADIRU in FIG . 8 ) . The airplane
model configuration file 24 contains information about the
specific aircraft model ( such as aircraft dimensions) that is
65 needed for determining if/when indications need to be raised
in the flight deck . The aircraft dimensions describe the size
and shape of the whole exterior of the aircraft.

60 airplane model configuration file 24 and aircraft state data

[B 1: (1),R1:m )] for vz0
m

[L 1:m (t), B1:00) ] for v < o
Then

Sw ( v ) = Cw ( V ) / (N + m ).
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The machine vision processing unit 22 executes instrucThe swarm angle tracking algorithm may be implemented
tions stored in a non - transitory tangible computer - readable using machine - readable instructions that comprise a pro
storage medium ( not shown in FIG . 8 ) such as an internal gram for execution by the machine vision processing unit
data storage unit, an external data storage unit , or a combi- 22. The program may be embodied in software stored on a
nation thereof. The machine vision processing unit 22 may 5 non -transitory tangible computer -readable storage medium
comprise any one of various types of data processing such as an optical disk , a floppy disk , a hard drive or a
11

technology. For example, the machine vision processing unit
22 may comprise a dedicated -purpose electronic processor
or a general -purpose computer. Other types of processors
and processing unit technologies are possible . Likewise the
non - transitory tangible computer - readable storage medium
may comprise any one of various types of data storage
technology. For examples, the non - transitory tangible computer - readable storage medium may comprise random
access memory, read only memory, solid state memory, or
any combination thereof. Other types of memories and data
storage unit technologies are possible .
In accordance with one proposed implementation , the
machine vision processing unit 22 comprises a computer
system that executes software configured to process successive video frames. More specifically, the current frame is
gridded into an array of subarrays which are roughly the
angular size of a typical swarm . Each subarray extracted
from array and then processed in sequence using the swarm
angle tracking algorithm to detect when a swarm has
appeared in the image and then determine the current
angular position and angular velocity of that swarm . The
machine vision processing unit 22 is further configured to
extrapolate the swarm angular position at a future time based
on the swarm's current angular position and angular velocity
and then determine whether this extrapolated angular position is within an angular collision region .
If the machine vision processing unit 22 determines that
the extrapolated angular position is within an angular collision region and that there is sufficient time to maneuver the
aircraft to avoid the collision , an alert is activated . When a
detection threshold is surpassed, an aural cue trigger signal
is sent to a flight deck aural system 34 , which is thereby
activated to sound a cue through speakers 36. The particular
aural cue sounded is aa function of the degree of proximity of
the object or the nearness of a potential collision . In accordance with one implementation, as the time to collision
decreases, respective detection thresholds are surpassed
which trigger respective aural indicators representing
respective risk levels. For example, a pilot warning can be
sounded based on the nearness of the potential collision ,
with more imminent collisions having louder (i.e. , greater
volume or amplitude) or faster ( i.e. , greater repetition rate )
aural cues .
Still referring to FIG . 8 , the machine vision processing
unit 22 also records the images from the camera 2. The
image sequence is sent to a flight deck display system or

electronic flight bag 30 and then displayed on a cockpit
display 32 for viewing by the pilot . In addition , the machine

memory associated with the collision avoidance processor,

but the entire program and / or parts thereof could alterna
tively be executed by a device embodied in firmware or
10 dedicated hardware .
15
20
25

30

35

40
45

50

Optionally, a process for modeling the structure of bird
flocks or drone warms may be performed. From aa modeling
study using the wing span of the flying object as the
modeling parameter, the cumulative frequency of striking a
given number of birds for 1,000 passes of a 100 - inch
diameter jet engine through each of the flocks may be
modeled . From this and other studies, the danger of each
type of bird , size of typical flocks, migration behaviors and
many other factors can be used to adjust the parameters for
the system disclosed herein . Such factors will influence the
grid size , the camera region of interest, the detection and
alarm thresholds, etc.
The aircraft -mounted swarm detection and collision
avoidance system disclosed herein may be implemented by
hardware , software, firmware and / or any combination of
hardware, software and / or firmware . Thus, for example, the
aircraft -mounted swarm detection and collision avoidance
system could be implemented using analog or digital cir
cuits , logic circuits , programmable processors , application
specific integrated circuits, programmable logic devices or
field - programmable logic devices.
Certain systems, apparatus, applications or processes
have been described herein as including a number of mod
ules . A module may be a unit of distinct functionality that
may be implemented in software, hardware, or combinations
thereof, except for those modules which are preferably
implemented as hardware or firmware to enable streaming
calculations as disclosed herein . When the functionality of a
module is performed in any part through software , the
module can include a non -transitory tangible computer
readable storage medium .
While systems and methods for tracking swarms of flying
objects for collision avoidance have been described with
reference to particular embodiments, it will be understood
by those skilled in the art that various changes may be made
and equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof
without departing from the scope of the teachings herein . In
addition , many modifications may be made to adapt a
particular situation to the teachings herein without departing
from the essential scope thereof. Therefore, it is intended
that the claims set forth hereinafter not be limited to the
disclosed embodiments .

As used herein , the term “ computer system ” should be
construed broadly to encompass a system having at least one

vision processing unit 22 may be configured to send time- 55 computer or processor, and which may have multiple com
to - collision data to flight deck display system or electronic puters or processors that are communicatively coupled by

flight bag 30 for display on cockpit display 32 .
means of a network or bus . As used in the preceding
The machine vision processing unit 22 may execute code sentence, the terms “ computer ” and “ processor ” both refer to
of various software modules stored in a non - transitory devices comprising a processing unit ( e.g. , a central pro
tangible computer -readable storage medium . The machine 60 cessing unit) and some form of memory (e.g. , non -transitory
vision processing unit 22 may comprise a multiplicity of tangible computer -readable storage medium ) for storing a
processing units that execute code of respective software program which is readable by the processing unit . As used
modules . Coded instructions to implement the detection herein , the term " camera system ” should be construed
method may be stored in a mass storage device, in a volatile broadly to encompass a single camera or multiple cameras
memory, in a non - volatile memory, and / or on a removable 65 having at least partially overlapping fields of view .
non - transitory tangible computer - readable storage medium
The methods described herein may be encoded as execut
such as an optical disk for storing digital data .
able instructions embodied in a non - transitory tangible com
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puter - readable storage medium , including, without limitation, a storage device and / or a memory device . Such
instructions, when executed by a processor or computer,
cause the processor or computer to perform at least a portion

values in a subarray of a sequence of frames change over
time in a manner that is indicative of swarm motion .
5. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein operation (a )
further comprises for each subarray:
extracting pixel values from a sequence of frames to form
a swarm window ;
selecting a sequence of pixel angular velocities ;
computing a swarm detection metric for each pixel angu
lar velocity selected ;
comparing each swarm detection metric to a specified
threshold that gives a desired false alarm rate; and
producing a signal indicating that a swarm has been
detected to the alert activation module for each detected
swarm , wherein the signal produced includes first digi
tal data representing the angular position of a subarray
containing pixels representing the swarm detected and
second digital data representing an angular velocity of
the pixels representing the swarm detected .
6. The system as recited in claim 5 , wherein the swarm
detection metric is a measure of a degree to which a
multiplicity of pixel values in a subarray of a sequence of
frames change over time in a manner that is indicative of
swarm motion .
7. The system as recited in claim 5 , wherein the swarm
detection metric for each subarray is computed on a swarm
window with a multiplicity of frame times for a selected
pixel angular velocity.
8. The system as recited in claim 7 , wherein the swarm
detection metric for each subarray is computed recursively
over time using as input a multiplicity of pixel values and
interpolated pixel values derived from the multiplicity of
pixel values .
9. A method for warning a pilot of a risk of collision
during flight of an aircraft, the method comprising:
( a ) capturing frames of pixel data representing successive
images of objects in a volume of space using at least
one camera ;
(b ) processing the frames in a computer system to deter
mine whether the pixel data is indicative of presence of
a swarm of flying objects in the volume of space or not ;

of the methods described herein .
The method claims set forth hereinafter should not be

5

construed to require that the steps recited therein be performed in alphabetical order ( any alphabetical ordering in
the claims is used solely for the purpose of referencing
previously recited steps ) or in the order in which they are 10
recited unless the claim language explicitly specifies or

states conditions indicating a particular order in which some
or all of those steps are performed. Nor should the method

claims be construed to exclude any portions of two or more
steps being performed concurrently or alternatingly unless 15
the claim language explicitly states a condition that precludes such an interpretation.
The invention claimed is :

1. A system for warning a pilot of a risk of collision during 20
flight of an aircraft, the system comprising:
a camera system having a viewpoint and a field of view
that includes aa volume of space forward of an aircraft

in flight, the camera system being configured to capture
objects in the volume of space in response to activation
of an image acquisition mode;
an alert system on a flight deck of the aircraft capable of

frames of pixel data representing successive images of 25

generating an alert; and
a computer system configured to perform operations 30
comprising:
(a ) processing the frames to determine whether the pixel
data is indicative of presence of a swarm of flying
objects in the volume of space or not;
( b ) determining a current angular velocity and a current 35
angular position of the swarm based on the pixel data
in response to a determination in processing operation
(a) that a swarm is present;
(c ) extrapolating a future angular position of the swarm
based on the current angular velocity and current 40
angular position of the swarm ;
( d ) determining whether the future angular position of the
swarm is within an angular collision region or not ; and
(e ) triggering the alert system to produce an alert follow
ing a determination in operation (d) that the future 45
angular position of the swarm is within the angular
collision region,

wherein operation (a ) comprises gridding each frame of

pixel data into an array of subarrays, a size of each
subarray being equal to a specified angular size of a
swarm .
2. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein the computer
system is further configured to determine whether a future
time of intersection of the swarm and the aircraft is greater
than a minimum time for collision avoidance, and wherein
operation ( e ) comprises triggering the alert system if the
future angular position of the swarm is within the angular
collision region and if the future time of intersection is
greater than the minimum time for collision avoidance .
3. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein the computer
system comprises:
a swarm angle tracking module that performs operations
(a ) and (b ) , and
an alert activation module that performs operations (c )
through (e ) .
4. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein operation (a )
further comprises detecting that a multiplicity of pixel
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(c) determining a current angular velocity and a current
angular position of the swarm based on the pixel data

in response to aa determination in step ( b ) that a swarm
is present;
( d) extrapolating a future angular position of the swarm

based on the current angular velocity and current
angular position of the swarm ;
( e) determining whether the future angular position of the
swarm is within an angular collision region or not ; and
( f) producing an alert following a determination in step (e )
that the future angular position of the swarm is within
the angular collision region ,
wherein step (b ) comprises gridding each frame of pixel
data into an array of subarrays, a size of each subarray
being equal to a specified angular size of a swarm .
10. The method as recited in claim 9 , further comprising
determining whether a future time of intersection of the
swarm and the aircraft is greater than a minimum time for
collision avoidance, and wherein step ( f) comprises produc
ing the alert if the future angular position of the swarm is
within the angular collision region and if the future time of
intersection is greater than the minimum time for collision
avoidance .
11. The method as recited in claim 9 , wherein the com
puter system comprises:
a swarm angle tracking module that performs operations
(a ) and (b ) , and
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an alert activation module that performs operations (c )
through (e ) .
12. The method as recited in claim 9 , wherein step ( b )

further comprises detecting that a multiplicity of pixel

values in a subarray of a sequence of frames change over

5

time in a manner that is indicative of swarm motion .

13. The method as recited in claim 9 , wherein step ( b )

further comprises for each subarray:
extracting pixel values from a sequence of frames to form
a swarm window ;
computing a swarm detection metric for each pixel angu
lar velocity selected ;

selecting a sequence of pixel angular velocities ;
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( c ) extrapolating a future angular position of the swarm
based on the current angular velocity and current
angular position of the swarm ;
( d) determining whether the future angular position of the
swarm is within an angular collision region or not ; and
( e) triggering the alert system to produce an alert follow
ing a determination in operation (d) that the future
angular position of the swarm is within the angular

collision region ,
wherein operation ( a ) comprises :

gridding each frame of pixel data into an array of subar
rays, a size of each subarray being equal to a specified
angular size of a swarm ; and
detecting that a multiplicity of pixel values in aa subarray
of a sequence of frames change over time in a manner
that is indicative of swarm motion .
17. The aircraft as recited in claim 16 , wherein the
computer system is further configured to determine whether

comparing each swarm detection metric to a specified 15
threshold that gives a desired false alarm rate ; and
producing a signal indicating that a swarm has been
detected to the alert activation module for each detected
swarm , wherein the signal produced includes first digi
tal data representing the angular position of a subarray a future time of intersection of the swarm and the aircraft is
containing pixels representing the swarm detected and 20 greater
than
a minimum
time fortriggering
collision the
avoidance
, and
operation
( e ) comprises
alert system
second digital data representing an angular velocity of wherein
if the future angular position of the swarm is within the
the pixels representing the swarm detected .
collision region and if the future time of intersection
14. The method as recited in claim 13 , wherein the swarm isangular
greater
than the minimum time for collision avoidance .
detection metric for each subarray is computed on a swarm
18.
The
as recited in claim 16 , wherein operation
window with a multiplicity of frame times for a selected 25 (a ) further system
comprises for each subarray:
pixel angular velocity.
extracting pixel values from a sequence of frames to form
15. The method as recited in claim 14 , wherein the swarm

a swarm window ;
detection metric for each subarray is computed recursively
selecting a sequence of pixel angular velocities;
over time using as input a multiplicity of pixel values and
a swarm detection metric for each pixel angu
interpolated pixel values derived from the multiplicity of 30 computing
lar
velocity
selected ;
pixel values .
comparing each swarm detection metric to a specified
16. An aircraft comprising:
threshold that gives a desired false alarm rate ; and
a camera directed in aa forward direction along a centerline
producing
a signal indicating that a swarm has been
of the aircraft and having a field of view that includes
detected
to
the alert activation module for each detected
a volume of space that is forward of the aircraft during 35
swarm , wherein the signal produced includes first digi
flight, the camera being configured to capture frames of
tal data representing the angular position of aa subarray
pixel data representing successive images of objects in
containing
pixels representing the swarm detected and
the volume of space in response to activation of an
second
digital
data representing an angular velocity of
image acquisition mode :
40
the
pixels
representing
the swarm detected .
a flight deck of the aircraft comprising an alert system
19.
The
system
as
recited
in
claim 18 , wherein the swarm
capable of generating an alert; and
detection metric is a measure of a degree to which a
a computer system configured to perform operations multiplicity
of pixel values in a subarray of a sequence of
comprising:
frames
change
over time in a manner that is indicative of
(a ) processing frames received from the camera to deter

mine whether the pixel data is indicative of presence of 45 swarm
motion
. as recited in claim 18 , wherein the swarm
20. The
system

a swarm of flying objects in the volume of space or not ;
(b ) determining a current angular velocity and a current
angular position of the swarm based on the pixel data
in response to a determination in processing operation
(a ) that a swarm is present;

detection metric for each subarray is computed on a swarm

window with a multiplicity of frame times for a selected
pixel angular velocity.

